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Make an entrance

Festoon Terrace

Create an outdoor space to serve welcome 
drinks, canapes or just chill and enjoy the 
moment. 

Festoon Walkway

Lit walkways are perfect to get guests to and 
from tipis, loos and food vans etc. Hired in 
10m lengths of matting and festoon lighting 
mounted on poles.

Oak Wooden Door 

An impressive entrance for guests, our solid oak door is perfect for keeping the heat in cold out and creating 
more space for reception drinks.
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Awning Clear or Canvas

Creates more space as an entrance or for band 
and bars.

Clear Mid-fill

Perfect for a drinks reception space looking out at 
a view. Fits between 2 Giant Tipis.

More room with a view

Clear Mid-fill extension

Adds a huge amount of usable space and light with vertical clear sides.
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Chill Out 
Pack 2 sofas, 2 low tables & 5 bean cubes.

Sofa Pack 
4 sofas, 4 low tables & 10 bean cubes.

Snug Pack 
1 low table & 4 bean cubes.

Relax on our award winning Chesterfield event sofas and funky bean cubes.

Rustic Ash Bar

Made locally from solid Lake District 
ash, this is a Fjell favourite and works 
naturally with the Tipi timber.

Fire Box 

Supplied with fuel logs or smokeless bioethanol. Bring your 
event to life with a real fire, creating an awesome atmos-
phere.

Snug and Bar

Outdoor Snug

1 Barrel & 4 benches.
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Other snug and bar accessories:

Chill Out Tipi
(inc. Matting & Controllable LED Lighting)

The perfect place to catch up and relax with friends. Ideal for a bar, snug or extra space linked to 
a Giant Tipi. Our Chill Out Tipi can be linked with an open or tunnel link. Includes matting LED 
lighting with a dimmer/ colour mixer.

Half Barrel Table

Oak wine barrel tables add a rustic feel to your bar or snug area. 

Pine Bar

In keeping with the Scandinavian look our pine bar keeps the cocktails flowing. 2m in length they are 
ideal for serving; pumps can be attached and barrels stored. 

Double Chiller

Fits perfectly behind a 2m bar.

Coat Rail

Includes 20 hangers.
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The Dance Floor

Standard 15’ x 15’ or 15’ x 18’ and 15’ x 21’

Disco Tipi Set

Mirror ball & fairy lights up every 
pole in the dance floor tipi.

Mirror Ball
Add some retro glitter! Works well in 
the tipi cone.

Stage 8’ x 12’

Top of the range Litedeck stage. Additional 
4’ x 8’ panels can be added for larger bands.

Our wood effect dance floors with contrasting alloy trim come in a range of sizes:
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Lighting:

LED Lighting

Change the colour and brightness in 
each tipi with a dimmer/ colour mixer 
that allows you to warmly light chill 
out areas and colourful dance floor 
areas separately. Warm white, pink, 
amber and every colour in between are 
possible to match your style or theme.

Fairy Lights

A wedding favourite, fairy lights add 
sparkle and ambience throughout the tipis.

Fitted Festoon with Dimmer

Come as standard in each Tipi and are made to fit the 
Tipi circumference. They can be dimmed down to reveal 
glowing elements creating an atmospheric dance floor 
in one Tipi & brighter seating area in the next.
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Furniture

Pine Table
(Seats 6-8)

Made from natural pine 
in Sweden, these Scandi 
designed tables and 
benches are ideal for 
banquet seating or your 
bespoke table plan.

Rustic Cake Stand

An eye-catching centre piece, 
in keeping with the Tipi style 
which is perfect for cut the 
cake photos or blessings.

Beech Folding Chair

Work well with either Pine or 5’6” Round Tables.

5’ 6” Round Table

Seat 10. Requires table cloth.

Pine Bench 
(Seats 3-4)

Add to matching tables, 
or use outside for extra 
seating.
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Finishing Touches

Ivy Garlands

Bring the outdoors in with ivy wrapped around internal tipi poles.

Chalkboard

Add a welcome message or 
order of service.

Square Pine Table

Square Pine Table, ideal for 
cards, cakes or guest books.

Floral Hoop

Create a unique floral showstopper 
suspended from the apex of the tipi.
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Essentials
Hard Flooring

Unique to Fjell. Our hard flooring creates a solid raised floor that can be matted over.  Look out for special 
winter offers Nov - March. 

Space Heater
(inc. Thermostat & 10 hours of fuel)

A must for winter events though we recommend year-round to take the chill off in the evening. For larger 
structures we can install multiple heaters to keep things toasty. Includes a thermostat & 10 hours of fuel.  

Catering Tent
(Catering tent, awning connection to tipi, hard flooring, lighting, 6 x tables)

6m x 6m catering tent with awning connection to a tipi comes with hard flooring, lighting & 6 catering 
tables. Linked catering tents complement our tipis and are just what caterers need to serve directly into the 
tipi without going outside.

Catering Upgrade 

6m x 9m Catering Tent for larger events or more elaborate menus. The extra space comes with 3 more tables.

Extra Catering Table

Ask your caterers if the standard amount is enough for their needs.

Event Generators & Power Distribution 

We supply power and distribution for our tipis events. The generators we supply are regularly serviced, 
reliable and comply with statutory health & safety requirements. The cabling and socket boxes we use are 
regularly checked and PAT tested. Please let us know if you would to hire an additional back-up generator.  

Socket Set

Power points for band, bar areas, caterers or phone charging. Domestic extension leads are not suitable at 
public / private events.

Toilets

We can supply luxury loos or put you in direct contact with our recommended supplier.

Fjell Site Attendance 

If you need a member of our staff to keep an eye on things please let us know. We’d be happy to quote based 
on hours and mileage.

- All prices are excluding VAT -
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Notes:
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Tel:   017684 83010
Email:  info@fjelleventtipis.co.uk 
Web:  www.fjelleventtipis.co.uk

Contact 


